White Grunt Density and Individual-Foraging Behavior
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White grunts are a dominant reef species in subtropical and tropical
nearshore ecosystems of the Western Atlantic. They are known for their
dense aggregations on reefs and migration habits to surrounding
seagrass beds for foraging. Intraspecific competition remains high in
close proximity to reefs where white grunt remain safe from predators.
Fitting to their aggregating nature, traveling in larger groups could lessen
the likelihood of individual predation, and thus allow them to forage
farther out and reduce competition. This aligns with previous research
that indicates white grunt aggregations may be characterized by positive
density dependence, i.e., individual foraging range increases as
population size increases.
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White grunts have an expanded foraging range when they are in
aggregations of higher density, perhaps as a means to reduce
competition.
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We used artificial
structures to manipulate
grunt aggregation density
with 3 replicates each.
High and low treatments
were in a paired design to
minimize environmental
covariates.
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A. Average of all high and low structure replicates regardless of region.
B. Averages are compiled from 3 sample dates of each reef.

• Our results show evidence of white grunts foraging during the
day
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GoPros were stationed parallel to the reef in set distances
and recorded for one-hour periods.

• Preliminary analysis suggest white grunt individual foraging
distance is positively related to aggregation density on home
reef
• Our data shows that healthy, structurally complex reefs support
larger densities of white grunt which in turn, can increase
individual foraging
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